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About This Game

Description：
Mystery Stone from Heaven is created by Simple Studio and based on UE4 engine. We designed and recomposed a fantastic
story based on the history of Shuidonggou that was a national 5A scenic spot. One day in 2008, an archaeologist discovered a

fragment from a shinning stone. With curiosity and doubt, he traversed into dream which located on a huge maze made of
Grand Canyon in 40,000 years ago (Quaternary Glaciation). Exploring with brave and wisdom, the secrets were uncovered

slowly… After finishing the adventure of Paleolithic Period, the archaeologist went into the second dreamland which located on
the Great Wall of Ming dynasty (500 Years Ago). The left side of the Great Wall was immense prairie belonged to Tartar of

Mongolia and the other side was magnificent ancient city belonged to Ming dynasty. At the meantime, new thrilling challenges
emerged…

You would learn how to drill wood to make fire to survive, make stone implement, search the ancient roll, kill the wooly
rhinoceros, collect the skeletons from an elegant princess and other clues to unravel the spectacle and secret of Shuidonggou.
The VR Game was designed elaborately and good for educating. You would not only enjoy the fantastic VR Technology, but

also witness the wisdom from our ancestor in Shuidonggou.
(Attention: Preventing from getting hurt or harming on others, please do not play VR game with drastically intense and long

workouts)

Features：
Subtitle：Chinese and English subtitle, Chinese dub.

Massive Environment：Unique Yadan landform of Shuidonggou, magnificent Great Wall and thrilling Troop-hiding Cave.
Various animals from prehistoric age：Saber-toothed Tiger, Mammoth, Wooly Rhinoceros, Deodicurus who had been extincted.
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Abundent Interaction: Drill wood to make fire, hunting Wolly Rhinoceros and collect properties into Bag System.
Creative Inspiration：Shuidonggou is one of the earliest excavated Paleolithic Sites in China. It is honored as “the birthplace of

prehistoric archaeology in China”, “The historical evidence on cultural exchange between China and western countries”.
Shuidonggou is also listed as one of “the 100 archaeological discoveries on the most significance about Chinese Civilization ” by
China. It is National 5A Tourist Scenic Spot, National Key Cultural Relics Protection Units, National Geological Park. What’s

more, Shuidonggou is the most intact three-dimensional system of military defense about the Great Wall in China. Shuidonggou
can be literally comprehended as “Water Cave Channel” in Chinese. Because of restless rivers, cave eroded by yellow river and

channel formed by flowing stream.
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Title: Mystery Stone from Heaven
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Simple Culture and Creativity LLC
Publisher:
Shuidonggou Travel Development co.LTD, Simple Culture and Creativity LLC
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: HTC-Vive with touch required

English,Simplified Chinese
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+ Fantastic graphics, the characters and the world are excellent.
+ Fast-paced, flexible and fun battle system.
+ Coherent story.
+ Tactical battles and kingdom-builder (I would put them to minuses, but they mostly are not mandatory to do).
+ Good quests for main story.
+ Post-game content.

- Small amount of different types of enemies.
- Shallow characters.
- Boring side-quests (kill\/gather 10 mobs\/herbs).
- Main story is children-oriented, though not bad.
- No voice-acting.. I enjoyed the DLC, but as I prepurchased the game, I did not have to pay for it. It is rather short, but if you
loved the main game, you will like the addon. I would only get it on sale due to the length. As other's have mentioned, your party
is thrown in jail and loose all of their gear. What do you expect to happen though, when you are thrown in prison?? Especially
with some of the most legendary weapons in the realm? Do you really think they would just throw them in a chest and leave
them there? More than likely the ruler, would give them away to their trusted warriors\/spellcasters. So basically deal with it and
have fun.. this game sucks dont buy it. One of the best battle card games available. I like the diffenet races having different
abilities, stratagies and play styles yet it is very well balanced.. This is a cute platform puzzler that clearly holds the NES title
Solar Jetman in great esteem. An alien with car trouble crashes on a planet scattering his supply of ship parts and his hyperdrive,
so he must explore this strange world within the safety of his ship that he alters frequently in order to proceed through
platforming style, simple physics puzzles.

There's a nugget of strategy at its core as ship alterations make your ship overweight and hard to control, making each puzzle
you encounter almost Legoesque in how you go about solving it.

The downside is that it can't offer much else to more than that, so if you aren't up for a "cute" game that involves puttering
around in a tempermental starship, then I would recommend looking elsewhere. Otherwise, it's worth picking up for some
repeat puzzle solving and some pretty entertaining ship abominations.

And tentacles. Bob has tentacles, FYI.. It was fun, but somewhat boring -for me at least- (maybe too much Zup! games are
existing?), but still enjoyable. Also, I find the name idiotic. Zero 2? Come on! I can recommend this game, though. Worth the
price.. Without a doubt the WORST adventure game featuring Nancy Drew. Too many asinine puzzles with no instructions and
a failure to understand the concept of hypothermia. While adding an element of cold is a good concept, Nancy will freeze to
death after a few minutes of walking, unless she has a heat pack in her pocket. To get these, you have to engage an annoying
poorly rendered character in a snowball fight. Then there is the cooking minigame... Fail to make meals within the alloted
timeframe and your employer sacks you. The woman who hired you to investigate the accidents will fire you if you don't make
those omelets just right? WTF? I know it's only a game, but these titles usually have a goodly amount of educational value. This
has very little, as well as an exceptionally poorly rendered wolf. I'd recommend ANY other Drew game for adventure gamers,
but this one is just lame.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFwEjo2zRfs
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I just bought this game a few days ago and I love it. It is still in its Alpha stage, so I am very understanding of the fact that there
is a lot that I cannot do yet. It is really cute and simple to learn. I created a few different loads and after playing it about 3 times
I was able to learn methods that made it easier to manage. There are not a lot of quests at the moment, and even though you are
their "god" you still do not have a lot to do. You can decide which buildings are build and most of your powers are there to
influence your people. I did find it difficult to get believers cause the fastest way is by using your powers and doing quests, but
the powers are limited to points. There was a couple bugs but from the update today, it looks like they already fixed them. I love
this game and would buy it again in a heart beat! I have gotten as far as I can at the moment, for everythign else is "coming
soon". I look forward to being able to play the full version and I certainly hope that anyone else that plays it can love it and
respect it for what it is at the moment. It is truly beautiful to watch your civilization grow from just two people with nothing to a
civilization with a government and potiental to leave the mother planet.. This game is great.... so much so, that the featured a
quote from my review on the store page.

That review can be found at the link or below. http://www.gamersdailynews.com/article-3039-Wasteland-Angel-Review-
PC.html

Stop lopping off heads on Dead Island Review. Quit hacking terminals in Deus Ex: Human Revolution. Don’t pass out waiting
on Half Life 2 episode 3. Yes these games are amazing, but if you only play Triple A titles, then you are sure to miss out on
what I am calling the most fun game that I have played this year, Wasteland Angel.Wasteland Angel - weaponized cars? Alright!

Wasteland Angel is the first release for game developer Octane Games, and what a heck of a way to come out of the gate. This
game has everything that it you need to make an awesome game: guns, cars, apocalypse, huge bosses, power ups, and most
importantly…..FUN.

Now some of you may remember reading the preview for this game a couple months ago. To be perfectly honest, after writing
that, I stopped playing this game. The slew of big name games coming out this year grabbed my attention and I was sucked in.
But upon the full release of Wasteland Angel, I went back to see what had changed. Immediately, my memory was jogged and I
have been playing this game non-stop.

Wasteland Angel Story

After World War 3, the world fell into chaos. Most everyone had died in the war, but those who lived had to fight for survival.
Some survivors formed gangs, some joined an evil militia, and were mutated into grotesque creatures by the excess radiation in
the world. All of these people had one goal. To kidnap, kill, and steal supplies from the innocent people who huddled together in
small towns and villages in the post-war wasteland.This is where you come into play. You take the role of Angel; a butt kicking
heroine who is in search of a lost friend. She is driving across the country in heavily armored and weaponized vehicle that she
lovingly calls Gypsy. As she makes her way across the country and stops at these towns to search for her friend, Angel takes a
moment to help the townspeople out and fight off the never ending swarm of villainous thieves that try to steal what they have
both day and night.

Wasteland Angel Gameplay

This game is the best driving shooter since Twisted Metal 2. The top down view lets you see what is coming from every
direction. At the beginning of every level, waves of enemies will set out to destroy you and the city. As you fight, you can earn
weapon power ups and armor upgrades to help you in your fight.

Your trusty ride Gypsy starts out with twin mounted machine guns. As you earn upgrades you increase your rate of fire, shoot
incendiary ammo, and even go as far as to mount an additional machine gun and rocket launcher to the car. All of these
upgrades will make the game total carnage on the easiest setting, but on harder difficulties they are absolutely necessary to
survive.

The enemies will have different vehicles as you make your way across the country. On the West Coast, the baddies drive dune
buggies and vans. But as you make your way to Middle America you will start to see rednecks driving tractors and school buses.
Even though the vehicles look different, you have 3 basic classes of enemies.

Killers have only one purpose; to shoot and kill you. These enemies are fast and have mounted guns of their own. Slavers are
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bigger vehicles (large vans and school buses) that have no weapons with which to harm you. But don’t take them for granted.
These guys will pull up to the city walls and start to load up the innocent towns folk. If you don’t kill these guys quick they will
drive off with all of your people. One type of enemy the game refers to a “Duals”. I prefer to call them sneaky buggers. Duals
can perform either of the tasks of the first two types of enemies. They are mounted with heavier weapons than the killers, but
they also can kidnap the people. These vehicles should be watched closely.

Every section of America that you stop at consists of 4 levels. The first two levels are basically the same. In both, you must
defend the town. The only real difference I can see is that the first level is in the daylight and the second takes place at night.
The third level is always the boss fight. Bosses are massive vehicles with a ridiculous amount of health and hugely overpowered
weapons. To beat these guys will take more than just your guns. It will take super weapons.

Super weapons are limited in number, and there is a huge variety of these to pick up. From land mines to napalm, from EMPs to
Atom bombs, these weapons will be your best defence against the never ending hoard of enemies and powerful bosses.

The fourth and final level of every section takes a different course. Instead of being from a top down view point like the other
levels, the “Bonus level” puts you in the driver seat of Gypsy. This is probably my favorite type of level on the game. And with
the constantly changing enemies, and gameplay types, this game never gets old.

Wasteland Angel Improvements

When I played the preview copy of Wasteland Angel, I thought I was playing the final version of the game. This left me with a
little disappointment because of a couple bugs in the initial release. But coming back and playing the full release of the game, it
seems that Octane Games has stepped it up.

There used to be several glitches in the game; including one that prevented you from firing your weapons on some of the later
levels of the game. The new release seems to have all of these glitches fixed. It is so nice to see a game be released in good form
these days with all of the kinks ironed out before you play.

There also seems to be some graphical improvement. I played both the Preview and the full game on the exact same PC. The
full game looks so much smoother and the lighting effects look 10 times better. The only setting that the developer added was a
shader setting. But I am sure that they must have done something behind the scenes to make this game look so much better.

Final Thoughts

I feel sorry for people who look down on indie games. I have played a lot of big name titles this year from big developers, and a
lot of independent releases from small companies. Nine times out of ten, the big companies are motivated by profits and will
release games that are full of bugs and glitches knowing full well that you will buy them because of their name. But indie
developers don’t get a second chance from people, so when they put out a game, most of the time it is high quality. Of all the
games I have played this year, some have been intense, some have been thrilling, and some have been down right crap. But of all
of them, Wasteland Angel is pure unadulterated fun. I guess we forget sometimes that fun is what gaming is all about.

Reasonably priced at $9.99, and 20% off for a limited time, you can’t go wrong with this purchase. Hope you guys get to have
the fun that I did with this game.. you are a guy who gets to go to an all girls school that is in need for change so do not mess it
up. Good, fun little clone of Bomberman. Though, I feel as though I shouldn't have to pay for every single skin as a beta tester
who beforehand, had them all available, but what do I know.. The game doesn't seem as hard as it looks like but it's in indeed
very fun to play, sadly the game's pretty short but 30 levels hella fun.
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